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Sequencing Strategies For The New Clinician 

Before beginning initial strategies, it is very important to determine the client's brain learning style, 

(e.g., a "left or right brain" learner). At this point the clinician must determine the clients most 

immediate needs and devise a plan to meet them. It is very useful to establish three of the client's 

personal goals and two or three goals of the clinician. 

The following list of strategies will help the student learn to determine which information is most 

important and how to effectively download the material to memory. 

INITIAL STRATEGIES 

Saliency Determination: A. Keywording Text 

* Develops focus, saliency, and self-confidence

(Use only a few sentences at first, then advance to full paragraphs)

1. Highlight text

(important words such as nouns and verbs)

2. Read highlighted words aloud

a. Ask what pictures were made.

b. Encourage the client to refer back to key words

} 
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Blue Ringed Octopus Photos 

-

Classi(icat�on of Species 
i 

Three distinct swecies of the 'Hapalochlaena' has yet been confirmed, with a fourth 
i 

type still being r�searched. Here are the different species, along with their scientific 
names and desc�iptions: 

1. Greater Blue-ringed Octopus (Hapalochlaena lunulata): Found in the 
tropical J;aters of the Pacific Ocean that can weigh between 10 and 100

I grams. 
2. Southern\Blue-ringed Octopus or 'lesser blue-ringed octopus'

(Hapalochtaena maculosa): Found along the southern coast of Australia, they 
grow up ttj 20 cm and on an average can weigh around 26 grams. Though 
paler thanlthe other species, their blue rings turn brighter when they feel 
threatened. 

3. Blue-lined Octopus (Hapalochlaenafasciata): This species is found between 
I 

southern Queensland and southern New South Wales in the intertidal rocky 
shores an� coastal waters at a depth of 15 meters ( 49 feet). 

4. Hapalochlaena nierstraszi: This species was first described back in 1938
from a sinJie specimen from the Bay of Bengal. However, the validity of this

i taxon has 9een debated. 
' 
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3. Skim keywords of first and last sentences for summarized material.
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Battle of Gettysburg 

The Battle of Gettysburg, fought from July 1 to July 3, 1863, is considered the 

most important engagement of the American Civil War. After a great victory 

over Union forces at Chancellorsville, General Robert E. Lee marched his 

Army of Northern Virginia into Pennsylvania in late June 1863. On July 1, the 

advancing Confederates clashed with the Union's Army of the Potomac, 

commanded by General George G. Meade, at the crossroads town of 

Gettysburg. The next day saw even heavier fighting, as the Confederates 

attacked the Federals on both left and right. On July 3, Lee ordered an attack 

by fewer than 15,000 troops on the enemy's center at Cemetery Ridge. The 

assault, known as "Pickett's Charge," managed to pierce the Union lines but 

eventually failed at the cost of thousands of rebel casualties. Lee was forced 

to withdraw his battered army toward Virginia on July 4. The Union had won in 

a major turning point, stopping Lee's invasion of the North. It inspired Lincoln's 

"Gettysburg Address," which became one of the most famous speeches of all 

time. 

Battle of Gettysburg: Lee's Invasion of the 
North 

IA May 1863, Ro ert E. Lee's Confederate Army of Northern Virginia had 

scored a smashing victory over the Army of the Potomac at Chancellorsville. 

Brimming with confidence, Lee decided to go on the offensive and invade the 

North for a second time (the first invasion had ended at Antietam the previous 

fall). In addition to bringing the conflict out of Virginia and diverting northern 

troops from Vicksburg, where the Confederates were under siege, Lee hoped 

to gain recognition of the Confederacy by Britain and France and strengthen 

the cause of northern "Copperheads" who favored peace. 
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4. Concentrate on the highlighted key words in the middle of the paragraph

to find details. {Look for bold print, italics, or lists).
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On the Union side, President Abraham Lincoln had lost confidence in the 

Army of the Potomac's commander, Joseph Hooker, who seemed reluctant to 

confront Lee's army after the defeat at Chancellorsville. On June 28, Lincoln 

named Major General George Gordon Meade to succeed Hooker. Meade 

immediately ordered the pursuit of Lee's army of 75,000, which by then had 

crossed the Potomac River into Maryland and marched on into 

southern Pennsylvania. 

·Battle of �Gettysburg1 Begins: July 1

Upon learning that the Army of the Potomac was on its way, Lee planned to 

assemble his army in the prosperous crossroads town of Gettysburg, 35 miles 

southwest of Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. One of the Confederate divisions in 

A.P. Hill's command approached the town in search of upplies early on July 

1, only to find that two Union cavalry brigades had arrived the previous day. 

As the bulk of both armies headed toward Gettysburg, Confederate forces (led 

by Hill and Richard Ewell) were able to drive the outnumbered Federal 

defenders back through town to Cemetery Hill, located a half mile to the 

south. 

Seeking to press his advantage oefore more tlnion troops could arrive, tee 

gave discretionary orders to attack Cemetery Hill to Ewell, who had taken 

command of the Army of Northern Virginia's Second Corps after Lee's most 

trusted general, Thomas J. "Stonewall" Jackson, was mortally wounded at 

Chancellorsville. Ewell declined to order the attack, considering the Federat 

position too strong; his reticence would earn him many unfavorable 

comparisons to the great Stonewall. By dusk, a Union corps under Winfield 

Scott Hancock had arrived and extended the defensive line along Cemetery 

Ridge to the hill known as Little Round Top. Three more Union corps arrived 

overnight to strengthen its defenses. 
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B. Keyword directions

* Develops comprehension, load to memory, and enhances test taking skills

{Points are often lost simply because a student fails to completely follow

test directions.)

1. Number the parts of each question,

then make sure that there are the same number of parts to your answers

as there are parts to your questions
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Directions for Writing Exam Essays: 

Answer o exam �uestions rom the list provided. Do ot repeat:in your second essay content and 

analysis already provided in the first essay. Take care to address each componen of the exam question. 

Make sure to provide references to riginal source (e.g., book', chapter, or Journal article) foli n'l 

statement that tefers to ideas, ords or research ndings of another person Use appropriat headings 

and subheadings t roughout the paper. Write clear and grammatically correct entences, and ogical 

aragraphs. 

ormatting Each essay should be etween ,000 and 2,500 words. Do not exceed 2,500 words per essay. 

Provide a bibliography of works cite . Essay word count ,does OT include the 01bliography. Use a 

standard 12-point font double-spaced, numbered pages. Jfna s bmission ust be spell-checked. 

ubmitting your Essays 1. Submit your essays as e-mail attachments no later than !2.30 pm on the exam 

day. 

3.Pick one of the ollowiog two �uestions to answer following the ·rections above.

1. Diverse external leaders and education stakeholders increasingly advocate the implementation of

external accountability mechanisms. Examples are teacher and principal evaluation systems in K-12

schools, and l'va!ue-added" and "growth" models that require measures of student learning and

development in schools and in higher education. These accountability mechanisms and their rationale

are informed by private sector logic and often curtail the autonomy of education leadership. Rely on the

social science literature, citing important references, as you analyze this important policy development.

Specifically: a. Focus on P-12, higher education, or both-but make your choice clear at the beginning b.

Discuss the tensions involved in achieving a balance between autonomy and accountability c. Identify

and describe strategies for resolving these tensions and achieving a delicate balance d. Present and

analyze two cases that support your analysis. These cases may be real or hypothetical. What matters is

that each is a valid example of the tension between autonomy and accountability, and also that each

provides you with the opportunity to indicate a resolution.

2. Select a contemporary issue pertaining to K-12 or postsecondary education. Write an essay that

critically analyzes the issue. Your essay should include the following components: a. An introductory 

summary of the issue that identifies the issue's stakeholders and explains why the issue is significant. b. 

A systematic analysis of key aspects of the issue in which you apply co·ncepts and insights from three 

social science disciplines. In this analysis, be sure to identify particular features of the issue that may be 

controversial and reasons for the controversy. c. Discuss what is likely to happen on this issue over the 

short-term and long-term and why. 

It 



2. Students can also cut and paste questions leaving spaces for answers.

Once the questions are answered remove them.

The client can then form the answers into an outline, and eventually

adding words or sentences where needed to form paragraphs.

This process allows the client to create a writing outline directly from

Initial directions.
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Write a 500 word essay about the impact of China's one child policy. Explain 
what the policy is. When was the "one child" policy initiated and explain the 
reasons behind the development of this policy. Use at least two reasons or 
examples from class notes or discussions to support your explanation. Discuss 
the desired positive outcomes expected from the original policy development and 
compare that to actual outcomes today. Use a minimum of 4 outside sources to 
support your analysis. 

Explain what the policy is. 

When was the "one child" policy initiated and explain the reasons behind the 
development of this policy. Use at least two reasons or examples from class 
notes or discussions to support your explanation. 

Discuss the desired positive outcomes expected from the original policy 
development 

compare that to actual outcomes today. Use a minimum of 4 outside sources to 
support your analysis. 



3. Complete all processes in the correct order. (Step Box)

a. Write down all the steps required to solve the problem.

b. Place the steps in the order that they are to be used.

c. Write out all steps for completing homework or a test.

Encourage student to use their own language for the step boxes, and to 

place steps in the correct order of operation. 
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2nd Grade Math Worksheet 

Double Digit Addition 

Line all of the numbers in their correct columns 

Add numbers in the right column first (ones place) 

Move to the add-add the [!Umbers in next column( tens 
place) ·-

Addition NAME 

12 

+14

20 

+15

14 

+ 23

28 

+19

21 

'+ 13 

.29 

+10

56 

+20

67 

+10

16 

+ 23

fg 

+ 55

14 

+45

54 

+43

17 

+10

39 

+60

46 

+ 25

26 

+ 21



1. The step box will be in the upper right-hand corner of the

page of problems.

2. The student will use the step box to help remember the

sequence of solving the stoichiometry problems as they work.

3. This can be used for homework and placed on a test before

the student starts.

I 
Stepbox Stoichiometry 

1. Balance the equation.

2. Convert units of to
moles.

3. Using the mole ratio,
calculate moles of
substance produced

4. Convert moles of
wanted substance to
desired units.



C. Annotation

* Aids in the analysis of characters, theme, and plot.

1. Place post it notes at the end of each chapter of a novel to summarize

what has taken place.

2. At the front of a novel list characters as they enter the book and

describe their significance to the story.

3. Use pre- annotated text when possible.
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SA�1PLE A��OTATED TEXT 

"How Come the Quantum" 

Bold - Main Id as 

By John Ardubald Wheeler 

Universal Font = Oescnptrve Outline ltal1n ( ·omnu.·111,

intro of topic 

l"n$lOOG31 

pcri;pcctivo 

main 1cieaof 
essay 

.�, 

quer.tion 

:i bundle of en y. m indl\;siblc unit �t c� be sliced no more. �b.-,: Pbnck 

show.:d U'I. 3 hundred years .1:;o th3t li:;ht is emitted not in :s smooth. Slc:Jdy 

tlow. but in q�nt., Then ph:,'l>icists found qu:intum jumps of nct-y. the 

qu:u11um o( ckctric cbar1,-c 3nd more. In the snull-�lc worlJ. cvcrythin� 1s 

lump)' 

,\nd IDOi'� th.1n Jw.t lumpy. \\'hco C'-'COlS :ire cx:urun d cl-0-..:ly �-nough. 

link c. pl ions in which lll3Ucr is c1catcd :md dcstroy •d. in which cb;mcc 

:md the b:i'l.is of our un��'"S of much of1� ph)St<:31 world. h tus 

light:i. ,he st3rs,. 1h,; b(h;nior or semiconductors :md :.up,;ccoru:tuc,ors. the 

ncuuinos to qu.1rks. 

Succo."fu1. yC$, but myw:rioll!,. too. 8.ilancin& the glory of •1u;mtum 

qu�ntum cx1sl'' 

Cr":al� m, "''Y

in p1t� in i,. 11.111:ir" 
olq•:a11h1m. 

cba11cci pb' 9:rc,-A 
r•k le than,:.c:- la 
rbh ",niaJI �-alr 

urld" 

]1,,, ,,,. ,,,. 1/1&'1. ·r.· 

ti,.· .trrtt" ""'' 
,1,,r..-,,,11 ,,, tit,· :,.1 .. ,,. 
l111Jr 

1 

q■aJ11um ph�-..� 
ba• bc.-lpccl a< 
11adc-ntand 
m:atnul •orld 

bwl: 11·/:i.1.1 1h11r;:• 
tlh,' t1r..J /�'OK ti:,--, 
�,nlt 

'\,Offl� t11111s:, 
ffltl:al � a m�s.lCT) 
• · 1, ,;u• u,,,1 1, II ,,.
l'\;/\1 ..i1n1hu,S! �1\"t' 
II,· ,n:I r .. ·,,J 
rdt;::1<11• ,,r th.,, 



3. Write important points in margins or on a separate sheet of paper.
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�SkiOQII Trees
<�1 �"IV'

They are th�nes who understand me. I ''fuic il- re�a:.f. 3x

am th�ne who understands them� 1h..·� 4:-le 
skinny trees with ski and 2ointy • SlliAr.�-'- L,~ 

elbow,s Hke mine. Four ho do not belong 
• .e,-��:,\(J� wr��

here l:>ut are here Fou raggedy excuses • ro.�y �c�s <p;t
planted by the city From our room we can �e.. ry �o'fVIS:'O� 
hear them, but Nenny just sleeps and doesn't 
appreciate th.ese things.)� Wh:i i� ;Je,VV)� t'Y'eV\.1irvoed he�?

� .. � \Je·vu v1�u.J. ! --•-.+.w!No 
Their strength i1secret. They sencuerociou,s/ J :::pr_viv. _
roots beneath the ground. They grow up and f\'iSfarvJ lo.st" �
they grow down an rab he earth between (}.,'<':--' f>i� a � 
thei�toes_an ite the sk wit@!, cJ.i<'--ct oJ.·adi-t<l ti 

�h and never quit their anger. This is how $-t<U"f\f . Js. 
they keep. �::,. �· .J\J(l,Y 

Le on or et his reason for being, they'@ � �
droo like tuli s in a la , each with their � - · J 
arms around the other. Keep, keep, keeg, y�'-h7h 'ii r hr
trees say when l sleep.(f hey teach) :i:ow !

When I am�sad and too skinn to kee12, 
keepin , when f a a tin thin a ainst so 

\':f�H-1.r-
11 ·�-ltd 3X

many brick�� it is I fook at trees. When 
hz._ +o.e.S there is nothing left to took at on this street.

. 
1 .a,oOJ -w dtlsfJS<L�� 

c§Dwho rew to des ise co �who • � a,;_/,,.
reach and do ot forget to reach .. ·. our hose • \(ntrvJ �· -r �
only reason · to be and be. 

Excer aken from The House on Mango 

et(1983) 

00 Y\tZ)f<de, = W°ne.if"S> \, tv\it.s j 

ill� �jsiha,.+ tm U£. in.

---j1.._. Tie�. av-11.,) 
o..-�s Mto 1 -tv

i'hi-au-thov-: 

'-----



4. Use post-it flags to mark key parts of text.

5. Make note of the Five l's.

D. The Five l's

IMPORTANT CONCEPTS = IC

IMPORTANT PEOPLE= IP 

IMPORTANT EVENTS=IE 

IMPORTANT VOCABULARY= IV 

IMPORTANT FORMULAS= IF 

E. Create your own test questions, use color coding, or make a Quizlet.
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__ __.;._1 -=-<:) Q,f-.f <q-.SCh P 0,HJ .S . 

:: Who scw��\C mCT>� se��d_ed�
---!'--'";, Of- + 'ne. NO-�-Om-1 C�-e� CA-+ G�� 1 l-, hCOn

�. 





2. Use a copy of a blank study guide as a pretest.

*Improves test preparation and enhances load to memory while simulating

the testing environment. 

(Make certain that the pretest is in the same format as the actual test.) 

a. Copy a blank study guide

b. Fill in the answers

c. Take another blank copy and fill it out from memory

3. Make your own web or compare- contrast chart

* Improves comprehension, ability to analyze, and enhances test taking

skills.
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Track

\ Basketball

.... _________ .. --
,·' ., 

F-ootb,atl 

/ ___ j ___ .__ 
,/ \.\ 
\ Soccer ·1 
'·· .' 

... ,...... ___ ,,;f 

.. ---

��,------...•. , 
./" 

........ ,., l -

I
\ 

Tennis )

/'···-----·// 

,/· ···--·---,�( 
( Hockey )
\ _./ 

--............... ____ ..,./ 

✓ ,, 

{ Water \
·, Polo !,, 

'" 
\ 

1\ Diving: )
.......... 

--------�-
--

·,, 

..-----4.,_ Basketball )

Basebali



Etymology 

How is it formed? 

KeY',1/0rds 

Examples 

TYPES OF ROCKS 

Igneous Sedimentary Metamorphic 

Latin • ignls (fire) Latin• sedimentum 
(settling) 

__ l __ 

Greek• meta (after) + 
morphe (form) 

Melted rock cools 

Hot 

Pumice, limestone, salt 

Grains of broken rocks 
are glued together 

··--· -----· ·""' i
l 

Cool 

Igneous/sedimentary 
rocks changed by 

pressure or 
temperature 

Flat 

-1--.. --... ----·-···

sandstone, quartz, 
basalt 

I 

Marble, slate, gneiss 

A comparison chart is a helpful tool in decision making. In one glance, the features and qualities of a 
product. service, place, concept or Idea can be juxtaposed with many different Items.. It can contain 

quantitative or qualitative information, and Is useful in marketing and research, among others. 



4. Make your own test questions or problems (Use the Five W's and How).

*Helps evaluate comprehension and aids in test prep (Especially Math).

a. Anticipate the type of problems that may come up on a test, write your

own questions, then answer them. It can be helpful to swap question with 

another student. 

b. Write questions in different formats such as Multiple Choice and True and

False (Recognition Memory), or Fill In the Blank and Essay Questions (Recall). 
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Sample types of questions 

A. These two types of questions test your recognition memory.

1. Multiple-choice questions:

Sample: 

Which state is in the Midwest? 

A. Nevada

B. Ohio

C. Massachusetts

2. True or false questions:

Sample: 

There are 48 states in the US. Answer true or false. 

B. These two types of questions test your recall memory.

1. Fill in the blank questions:

Sample: 

The capital of Ohio is ______ _ 

2. Essay test questions:

Sample: 

Describe the three states of matter. 



5. Write out definitions of important vocabulary words and terms

(Emphasize key words!) 
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What Is Space Weather? 
aerosoaceastronomyastrophysicssoace exolorationspace weather 

Everyone is familiar with the concept of weather and how it can affect daily activity and change with the 
seasons. But what is space weather'? 

According to•S';N,�includes any and all conditions and events on the sun, in the solar 
wind, in near-Earth space and in our upper�that can affect space-borne and ground-based 
technological systems and through these, human life and endeavor." 
As far as humans are concerned, almost all space weather is due to activity on the Sun's surface. Let's 
dig into what space weather is by examining four major phenomena:; · __ _ _ _ _ - · _-�,. · 
�CMEs) and �But first, we must discuss how the Earth is protected from these 
events. 

Earth's Magnetosphere, Ionosphere and Atmosphere 

We are protected from most space weather by Earth's magnetosphere, ionosphere and atmosphere. The 
Earth's magnetic field (or'---'illf�� extends far into space and provides the first layer of protection 
from weather in space. The magnetosphere isn't actually sphere-shaped but has a shape that's strongly 
influenced by the solar wind coming from the sun. Like a long-haired dog enjoying the breeze during a car 
ride, Earth's magnetosphere is teardrop-shaped. The side facing the Sun is compressed by the solar wind, 
while the night side is stretched into a long "magnetotail." The magnetosphere helps block harmful solar 
and cosmic radiation. 

The next layer of protection is the_,.lil$1_�which contains atoms that interact with high-energy 
particles from the Sun to form charged ions. In the case of auroras, the ions release energy as light. 
Closer to the Earth's surface, the atmosphere blocks harmful ultraviolet radiati 

f1) 1}5/i - (\) 1-f; o vi q / I/ erd /Ila (Af ,�cs
/1J � � � � 5i'r�+; Olt1

L Ci 1.�r ot �e,p,--/J� /l--1-u. (IS' /14 (', 

c., o ,,if� ;,. ; 
J 

I.. ; 5 l-. Go VI ce:. n f y,qt, ·&,,,,
o-f /4J/i.S -etl-t.c/ -f refl e/ec.-frt1t1S



B. Test study plan

*Promotes good time management during testing, reduces test anxiety,

while reinforcing material

1.Take practice tests that simulate the type of test and the time constraints

that will be faced. 

(multiple choice, fill in the blank, essay tests etc.) 
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!I 

ii 

!I 

ii 

ii 

!I 

ii 

• 

• 

• 

ii 

fl 
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ii 

a 

Studying for Tests 

Test date: -------- Subject: ____________________ _ 

,; ·- "'''"'' " ------ .,.,-- r• -- -- Ohe'��-�ff:th�-�trat�gl��"i,;� �ill.us�--- .. .. - .. . , ..... -- --- -�---,
' . - - � . · ,. - . - - - . -- - .. � - . - . 

Passive strategies 
(use sparingly) Active strategies (better) 

Active strategies 
wtthfeedback(besij 

I I I I 

' 
. 

I 
. 

1 1 

J □ 1. Reread text i □ 7. Make study guide i □ 13. Quiz myself with Quizlet/ i 
[ i ! study guide/flash cards ! : □ 2. Reread notes : □ 8. Make flashcards/Quizlet :
i □ j j O 14. Take practice test (check i 
i 3. Highlight notes/text i □ 9. Make concept maps i answers) i 
! □ 4. Read study guide \ □ 10. Organize notes l o 15_ Redo old tests or homework I
! □ 5. Rewrite notes j □ 11. Complete review packet ! (check answers) J 
1.· 0 i.· (no answers) 

i,· 0 16. Have someone else quiz me l. 6. Read/watch Spark

l Notes, Kahn Academy, l □ 12. Attend review session ! 0 17_ Complete review packet l ! etc. ! or study group i (check answers) i 

I l l □ 18. Meet 1:1 with teacher l 
j __ 
□ 

i 9
. 
__ 0

th e
r: ________ ·····-···········---------. --···-·········-·-··-·· ............................................................................................................. l 

Date Day 

Study Plan 

� ·::· �-__ , •'�,-:. �-- " ~,- . . . -�., __ ,.,� :-... - _- - ' - -�---_,,_:" 

:Whic!'i s,rategie� will J. u�e? (Write number)· 
•�--• • • • • • • •• ,-. ,,- , • "• ... � • •-- - • � - --•- a-.. • 

How much time for each strategy? 

l 4 days l 1.
!::::, 

i. 
! before !
j test j
. . 2. 

1

2 

. I I 
3 

1
3· 

. 
j i 3 days ! 1. \ , . j 

l I b:��;e I l I
i i ! 2. i 2. ! 
l i ! 1 l 
: : i : : 

i l ! 3. l 3. l 
1 1 i ! i
I I l I I 

: : ! l : 

: ----------------: ------------·---.. : ·-------------------------------------------·-----------------------·-------------------: ------------------------------------------------------------------------: 
From The Work-Smart Academic Planner, Revised Edition. Copyright 2017 by The Guilford Press. 
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Studying for Tests (cont.)

Date Day 
. . 

- -

)fl/�i�h str�tegies will _I �se? _(Writ�- �uml:>er): How much time for each strategy?

j 2 days 1 1. !::: 1.
i before l 

. 
I test 

1

2 
i� 

! I 3. 1:. 3
.

' ! � ' ' 
j j 1 day j 1. ! 1. j ) ! before ) i ! 
l i test ! 2. i 2. i 
l l � i ! 

l I l 3. i 3. l 
I ................ 1 ................ ! ···-·····························--·················-·-····························-· I ·································································-··-·.J

Posttest Evaluation 

How did your studying work out? Answer the following questions: 

1. What strategies worked best?

2. What strategies were not so helpful?

3. Did you spend enough time studying? Yes No

4. If no, what more should you have done?

5. What will you do differently the next time?

" 

" 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

IP 
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II 

• 
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• 
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E 

• 

II 

• 

• 

•



2. Look over past tests and quizzes to determine the type of errors that are

frequently made.

C. Box breathing

This reduces anxiety surrounding testing. 

(IN 1,2,3,4- Hold 1,2,3,4-0ut 1,2,3,4-Hold 1,2,3,4)

Perform this exercise twice before beginning a test, and once after each 

section or page is completed. 
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WRITING CONCERNS 

A. Project/ Paper Planning Strategy- keyword and number parts.

(See EX.#4) 

* Improves comprehension, sequencing, and task completion.

1. The client will break assignment down into less intimidating chunks.

2. Estimate the time necessary to complete each chunk then mark a calendar

as to when each chunk is to be completed.

3. Each chunk will be worked individually, then coordinated for the final

paper.
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B. Use directions as a template.

(Copy and paste different parts of directions) 

*Improves written organization, sequencing, and initiation

It is important to clarify the different requirements to be met in an essay or 

paper. Careful use of keyworded directions can consistently help clients 

produce higher quality work. 
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Directions for Writing Exam Essays: 

'M<SWalW!g... . ...,"""'.._-==="'ram the Ii _____ ---�, r secona es 

s mponent o ion. 
ovide refer ri .g or journal 

s ___ to ice , s, or research findings o ano er person. Use ings 
a s roughout the paper. Write clear and grammatically correct sentences, ical 
pa 

Formatting Each essay should be between 2,000 and 2,500 words. Do not excee 2,500 words per essay. 

Provide a bibliography of works cited. Essay word count does NOT include the bibliograpliy. Use a 
standard 12-poi t font, double-space□, numbered pages. Final submission must be spell-checked. 
Suomitting our Essays 1. Submit your essays as e-mail attachments no later than 12.30 pm on the exam 
day. 

3.Pick one of the following two questions to answer following the directions above.

1. Diverse external leaders and education stakeholders increasingly advocate the implementation of
external accountability mechanisms. Examples are teacher and principal evaluation systems in K-12

schools, and "value-added" and "growth" models that require measures of student learning and
development in schools and in higher education. These accountability mechanisms and their rationale

are informed by private sector logic and often curtail the autonomy of education leadership. Rely on the
social science literature, citing important references, as you analyze this important policy development.

Specifically: a. Focus on P-12, higher education, or both-but make your choice clear at the beginning b.
Discuss the tensions involved in achieving a balance between autonomy and accountability c. Identify
and describe strategies for resolving these tensions and achieving a delicate balance d. Present and
analyze two cases that support your analysis. These cases may be real or hypothetical. What matters is
that each is a valid example of the tension between autonomy and accountability, and also that each
provides you with the opportunity to indicate a resolution.

issue pertaining to K-12 or postsecondary education. Write n essay that 
I nalyzes the Your essay should include the following components: a. An introducto 

summary of the issue entities the issue's stakeholders and explain why th ignifica 

A systematic analysis ofl<ey aspects of the issue in which you apply concepts and om thre 
s isciplin this analysis, be to identify particular features of that may e 

nd r.eas o ntrover iscuss wha is likely to happen on il:his issue over11:he 

- erm an long-te nd



C. Make a checklist from the Rubrik for editing and task completion.

* Improves initiation, sequencing, and written organization

(1) Select highest category of criteria

(2) Keyword the squares

(3) List what you intend to accomplish in your own words

Remember! a. Offer ideas in class 

b. Ask questions and solve problems in group work

c. Ask for help when needed

d. Be positive in attitude and behavior

e. Always have materials organized and ready for success
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Choose Healthyl Project Rubric 

Above Grade i On Grade Approaching Below Grade 
Levet I 

Level Grade Level Level 

Focus -Responds skillfully -Responds to all -Responds to -Responds to
to all parts of the parts of the most parts of some parts of
prompt prompt the oromot the prompt

01 ga,iization -Organizes -Organizes -Organizes -Does not
information into information into information into organize 
purposeful introduction. 3 attempted information into 
paragraphs w / body paragraph paragraph 
clear introduction. paragraphs. structure with structure 
3 body conclusion introduction. -Missing some
paragraphs, and -Includes some body body
insightful transitional paragraph(s). paragraphs. poor
concluslon, phrases and conclusion conclusion
-includes -Includes some -Does not
transition a I transitional include
phrases phrases transitional
throughout phrases

support •Opinion Is -Opinion is -Opinion Is -Opinion is not
supported skillfully supported supported with supported with
with clear and mostly with some/little facts. facts. details,
relevant facts/reasons, reasons, evidence
facts/reasons/evide evidence evidence
nee 

. Language - - -Sentence -Sentence -Sentence -Sentence
structure Is correct structure is structure Is structure is
and purposeful mostly correct sometimes below grade
-Demonstrates and varied repetitive level
clear and creative -Demonstrates -Uses some " 

use of conventions grade level use grade level Inappropriate/no 
to enhance of conventions: conventions use of 
meaning a few errors -Little use conventions 
-Uses sophisticated -Uses academic academic -Does not use
academic vocabulary vocabulary academic

• vocabulary vocabulary
er eative/Vi ual -Creative -Creative piece/ -Creative pl ece/ -Creative piece/
piece piece/Visual aid visual aid shows visual aid shows visual aid is not 

shows excellent average poor/Very llttf e included, is used 
creativity in deslgn creativity in the creativity In the innappropriately, 
.very appealing to design design or causes 
the audience and distraction from 
unique the writing 

piece. 



s� 

CATEGORY Points: 4 3 2 I 

Required Elements All required clements arc present. One n:quircd ckmcnt is Two required clements arc Several required clements arc
imucnt'! missing. missing. missing.
Question/ Puq)Ose The quest ion is clearly idcnt ified The question is identified, but The qucs1 ion is partially The question is ,1rong or not

and stated. is stated in nn unclc.ir identifie<l and is stated in an stated.
manner. unclear manner.

E.lt>erimeutal · tndcpcndcnt and dependent The variables and the The variables and the No hypothesis has been
Hypothesis v.iriablcs are accurate and the predicted results arc stated predict cd results are st at ed. stated.

predicted results arc st.lied, the but e:--planat ion is unclear or but not e:--plained.
exp lanai ion is clear and accurate 1101 quite logical.

:ooscd on ,,hat has been studied.
Procedures 'Procedures arc reported clearly, Procedures ure reported Procedures arc reported but Procedures me missing.

accur..1tcly and in logical order. mostly accura1cly, ::ind do not accurately report the
sorne\,i1at clearly but may steps of the cxpcrirne11t or
lack logical oner or are arc mis.sing important pieces.
difficult to follow.

Drawings/ :Clear. accurate diagrams arc . Dingrams arc included and arc Diagrams arc included and arc Some needed diagrams arc
Diagrams included and nrnkc the experiment labeled neatly and accurntely. labeled. but import.ml labels missing. 

easier to understand. Diagrams arc arc missing or inaccurntc.
labeled neatly and accurately.

Results ,Concise, clear and accurate Accurmt: statement of ,�lwt Statement of results included. Mi:;sini; statement of results.
statement of ,,hat the results the results were.
,wre

Graphs . Clear, accurate graphs illustrate Clear, accur3te graphs arc Grnphs are included and arc Graphs are missing OR
the results 1wll and arc labeled included and arc lalx::lcd. lalx::led but may Ix:: missing mostly inaccura1c.
neatly and accurately. important lnbcls or have

some inaccuracies.
,/ 

Catculations Example cakulat ions arc sho1m Some calcul:l1ions are sho1111 Example calculations are No calculations art: sho,\ri".�
and the results arc com:cl and and the results arc correct sho\\11 but rcsuhs arc

.labeled appropriately. and btrt labels arc not clear. inaccUJate and/or
significantly mislabeled.

Anal)'Sis The relationship between the The relationship between the The relationship between the The relationship bctm:cn the 
variables is discussed and logically variable is discussed and vnriablcs is discussed but not variables is 1101 discussed.
analyzed. Predict ions :ire made ·1ogicaliy :malyzcd, no further analyzed. no predictions are
about 11ha1 might happen if part predict ions arc made. rnndc based on the da,a.
of the experiment is changed or
the experimental d.:sig11 changed.

Error Analysis Ex1>crimental errors. their Experimental .:rrors and Experiment al errors are Ex1>crimcntal errors are not
possible cffocts, nnd ways to their possible effects arc mentioned. mentioned.
reduce errors arc discussed. ,discussed.

Scientific Concepts Report illustrate an accurate and Report illustrate an accurate Report ill11stra1cs a limited Report illustrates inaccurnte
thorough lllldcrstanding of tmderstanding of most understanding of scicntilic or lacking undcrst:1nding of
scicnt ific concepts nnd scientific concepts and concepts underlying and scientific concepts and
rclcvancc/implic;11ions of results rclcvancc/implicat ions of rclevancc/implicat ions of relevance/implications of
to real-life situations. results to real-life situations. results to real-life situations. results to real-life situatinns.

Appearance, Typed and uses headings and Neatly hand1\ri11cn or t ypcd Neatly "rittcn or typed. but Look sloppy. with cross•
Organization, subheadings to visually org.inize and uses headings and formatting docs 111 1 help outs. multiple erasures and1or
Language the m:uerial. ontains almost no subheadings to visu;.1lly visually org.mizc the tears and creases. Contains

errors. org;inizc the material. material. Contains 3-5 many errors.
Contains fow (1•4) errors. errors.

Total Points Earned out of 48 possible:. 



D. Web to Write

* Improves initiation, sequencing, and written organization

Teaching students to make use of a mind web will greatly improve preparation and organization before 

taking on the daunting task of writing an essay. There are many different ways to produce a web but 

the basics are as follows. 

Teach the client to draw circles on a piece paper to represent individual paragraphs. Write the topic of 

each paragraph inside each circle. Once the client has labeled each circle with a central thought for the 

corresponding paragraph, they should draw lines radiating out from the topic circle. Each line will lead 

to important details that will flesh out the paragraph. This is very effective as a way to "Chunk Up" up a 

writing project, in order to make it less intimidating. Keywords or short phrases are encouraged, but 

make sure enough is on paper to develop details into complete thoughts. 
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Writing Process 

Introduction: 
Hook 
Background 
Thesis 

(1 )Topic Sentence: 
a. 

b. 

C. 

Transition Sentence: 

(2)Topic Sentence:
a. 

b. 

C. 

Transition Sentence: 

(3)Topic Sentence:
a.

b. 

C. 

Transition Sentence: 

Conclusion: 
Summary of Topic Sentences: 
1. 

2. 

3. 

MIND MAP 

Paragraph 1 

Topic 

Paragraph 2 

Topic 

Topic 
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E. Research protocol

*Improves written organization, sequencing, and initiation (Use seed articles for

Subtopics) 
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Protocol for Writing a Research Paper 

Step 1 What is the concept or what do you want to know? 
Keyword the directions -number the steps-mark research parts 
and due dates for the draft and final on calendar/phone/planner 

Step 2 General article or template from the web on your topic. This is an 
overview of your topic and find areas of interest or research. 

Step 3 Article - Make a keyword list from subtopic headings put on web 
Wikipedia- Put subtopic headings on web. 

Step 4 First pass- research-
Put subtopic keywords in and see how many articles come up on 
Google or Google Scholar. 

Step 5 Not a lot of articles to review--chanqe topics. 
Step 6 May want to use mind map, jot list and group' or the computer 

proqram Inspiration for web which makes an automatic outline. 
Step 7 Second pass of research- Go more in depth for this pass. 

• Get details to back up and make your subtopics more
interesting.

• Make work cited page as go along. Easybib.com or
Citationmachine.net -automatic formatting for this

Step 8 Rank the topics and sub-topics. Add the additional research to web if 
needed. 

Step 9 If you are using Inspiration then 2 clicks and you have your outline! 
Step Do a rough draft of the body of the paper first. 
10 
Step Make sure the details match up with the point that you are trying to 
11 make. 
Step Write your introduction. 
12 • This is like a table of contents for the reader.

• You tell them what vou will be discussinq and in what order .
Step Do your conclusion. 
13 Make sure that the order in the conclusion matches the 

introduction and body paragraphs. 
Step 3 T's for editing-Tie to thesis, transitions, transform the sentences-
14 check spelling, word choice and variety in sentences 



F. Five paragraph essay form line diagram

*Improves written organization, sequencing, and inclusion of details

Build template diagrams starting from simple then moving to more complex. 

This will expand support for each paragraph. 
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I. Introduction:

OUTLINE: • 

A. Catchy opening: _____________________ _

B. Give Background
Information:

------------------------

C. Thesis Statement: Preview three main points (which will become body
paragraphs and becomes mini table of contents)

1. 

2. 

3. 

Don't forget a transition sentence {needed to make essay flow}. 











Due 
Date: 

Five Paragraph Essay Overview 

-------------------------------

INTRODUCTION: (Thesis should have three ideas or three ar uments to support it) 
Hook�. � +we. N\C>,:,,r,. {-1.., e!S ¢\' �,�;,., .. -e.., �ti0t,,.4. t"'l 1 
Background o..' lc:.c.+6 o... \ \ - Ma..... � 1 ... , .;:., .,, ? -e-- """-'- o--L.,f:2e._,V\ S' .,_ ,, 

v

THESIS 
I+ q// /ot- �Y-5 01"\ tk CO-.J-1"..,_ Cl'rl. 

.f.ev· ct� tt..V"I s , -...; -e. S f-ro... f-e..� ".J • 
No ffiQ0i\ \s \e�+ C?fe,n

Argument 2 

Less omY\Siv� plC\7$ :h Ll)M\J)�t fv141,,. 4-u Ft"'-""'-

PARAGRAPH TWO: (Develop argument 1 from the introduction) 

Argument 1 
Ne> (V\ c...""' 1 r I e ",\- C:? p e. '<l"\

Reason 1 

Reason 2 
4lw0,._y5 f a-,M eo-f'\ e.. on , 

Reason 3 ,-r;k�� 
/Y)q:,,n 

/VJan 





G. Self- editing checklist

* Will improve the student's ability to anticipate and avoid common mistakes

1. Look over previous assignments and determine which types of errors are most

frequently made.

2. Make a list of common errors and use the list to check current assignments.
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Assignment Editing Checklist 

Did I do the following? 1. Check for correct use of commas, and periods. 

2. Avoid run on sentences.

3. Answer all parts of each question.

4. Present thoughts in a logical way.

5. Find the best two answers to choose from on multiple choice questions.









H. Triage strategy

Minimal effort should be used studying material for courses that cannot be 

raised from failing grades. 

Maximize effort on courses, assignments, and grades that can be saved. 
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1. Important concepts

2. Important people

3. Important events

4. Important vocabulary

5. Important formulas

* Excellent for improving focus, saliency determination, load to memory, and test

Preparation

It is noteworthy that we can utilize many of the listed strategies in SAT and ACT preparation. These plans 

will tend to be more compacted than our normal programs. Preparation for these standardized tests has 

been an area where we have found great success over the years, and is a strength within our practice. 
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